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Summary 
In this short overview report we present the rationale and timeline behind creating the Book on 

International Security Management.  This Book is our main publication resulting from the work 

performed in the ISM-KA project. The book will be published post project and will be made available to 

purchase trough Springer Publishing. The book will also be used in the ISM Master programme as a 

standard work for the students to use during their studies and in their daily profession. We report on 

the rationale, the timeline, the pricing, the copyright and IP conditions, the chapter outline, summaries 

of the chapters and the biographies of the authors. In the Annex of this report we include the call for 

chapter proposals and the flyer of the book. The content of this specific review report contains 

confidential information and therefore we will not make its entire content available publicly. We will 

publish a publicly accessible overview of the chapter outline and the summaries on the ErasmusPlus 

Platform as well as the Flyer of the book.  

 

Book Introduction 
In this book we bring together a broad portfolio of perspectives and voices within the international 

security landscape: from members in police organisations and the private security sector to members of 

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and public bodies, academics and artists. Our authors reflect 

diversity in sectors, disciplines and professional perspectives, which we feel belongs to a comprehensive 

discourse on international security management. In fact, this book represents only a part of the voices 

needed; still, we hope that it helps to encourage a broader dialogue across traditional (disciplinary) 

boundaries. Our intention in this book is to give voice to the broad and varied perspectives on safety and 

security within our diverse societies. We believe that safety and security matters to everyone and that 

everyone has a legitimate voice in the creation and management of safety and security. Thus, it is 

important for us that people across disciplines, countries and outlooks contribute to the debate – and 

hope that our book will inspire more debates like it. In this sense, our book is intended for all 

stakeholders: for citizens, for police officers, community workers, politicians, academics, consultants, 

engineers, artists, teachers and everyone else who cares about building safe and secure societies. 

Availability and pricing of the Book 
The book will be made available as Hard copy and Electronic copy for a market price of 120 Euros via 

Springer and Amazon. Individual chapters will be accessible for download at a rate of approximately 30 

euros per chapter. The book is freely available to students, professionals and academia working at any 

Institution that has a subscription to Springer Link. The book will also be used in the ISM Master 

programme as a standard work for the students to use during their studies and in their daily profession. 
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Chapter outline 
Authors Chapter title 

All editors Introduction chapter 
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Bibi van den Berg, 
Pauline Hutten & Ruth Prins 
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Ilona Suojanen & Neil Thin Positive safety 
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Jelle Brands, Ilona Suojanen 
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Magda Stepanyan  Common security culture: myth or reality? Security co-creation from the risk 
management perspective 
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Krisztina Fekete & Agnes 
Zsoka  

International security challenges of climate change: Lessons from the Syrian 
case for a multi-stakeholder approach to resilient adaptation 

Federico Benolli, Ciro Sbailò, 
& Giulia Rapicetta  

Emerging strategies to prevent Islamic radicalisation in Europe: Evidence from 
Italy 

Dominique Lapprand Illicit trade and private business 

Freek de Haan & Vivien 
Butot 

Finding safety in the smart city: A discourse analysis with strategic 
implications 

Liesbet van Zoonen  Performance and participation in the panopticon: Instruments for civic 
engagement with urban surveillance technologies  

Saleha Nezami, Claire Bakker 
& Danny Tinga 

Security and the new generation workforce 

Norbert Reez Foresight-based Leadership. Decision making in a growing AI environment 

Tony Thompson The practical realities of security management in a changing world 
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SECTION 4: How do we organise security? 
4a. Stakeholder perspectives 

Pierre Hervé  Business and corporate security: Contributing to a safer world 

Nathalie Hirschmann Private security production 

Ruža Karlović, Ivana Glavina 
Jelaš & Damir Osterman 

International security management in the Croatian police: Presenting a multi-
faceted approach  

Brenda Vermeeren, Dennis 
de Kool & Bram Steijn 

Perceived opportunities and challenges of Artificial Intelligence within the 
police – a public management perspective 

Jason Pridmore & Tessa 
Oomen 
 

A practice-based approach to security management: Materials, meaning and 
competence for trainers of healthcare cybersecurity 

Koosje Spitz Target and Trigger. A reflection on the relation between cultural heritage and 
peace and security 

Bernhard Frevel & Verena 
Schulze 

Local security governance in vulnerable residential areas 

Rodrigo Fileto C. Maciel & 
Rodrigo B. Gesteira 

Informational requirements to support positive safety lens policy-making 

4b. Collaborations and networks 

Kate Horton  Collaborating across workplace boundaries: Recommendations based on 
identity research 

Dianka Zuiderwijk Collaboration, unexpected events and governance in complex temporary 
organisations 

Federico Benolli, Matteo 
Guidotti & Fabio Bisogni  

The CBRN threat: Perspective of an inter-agency response 

Emiel den Boer  Countering money-laundering through public-private cooperation in the 
Netherlands 

Juergen Maurer & Annette 
Herz 

Cooperation and networking – a key to successful policing 

SECTION 5: Implications for education and learning 

J. M. Bravo & J. Janssen A stroke of genius: Rembrandt’s anatomical lesson as an inspiration for 
organising research for and in the world of policing. 

João Maria Loureiro 
Rodrigues & Milton Sousa 

Making waves through education: A method for addressing security grand 
challenges in educational contexts. 

Bas Giesbers, Marijn van den 
Doel & Kim Wever 

Blended co-design of education: The case of an executive master’s in security 
management 

Inga Juknytė-Petreikienė, 
Anemona Peres & Viktorija 
Pokule 

European Joint Master’s in Strategic Border Management: educational hub for 
international cooperation and networking in EU border management 

Lars Wagner & Dieter Wehe The establishment of the international police relations section at the German 
police university – an investment in the present and in the future 
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Abstracts 
 

SECTION 1.  

Conceptual perspectives on the international safety and security landscape Security and safety: An 

integrative perspective 

Bibi van den Berg, Pauline Hutten and Ruth Prins 

Leiden University, the Netherlands  

Abstract. This chapter argues that modern-day global challenges invite us to rethink the meaning of the 

concepts of security and safety. While these two concepts have long been seen as rather distinct, both 

in academia and in practice there is a need to integrate the two. This chapter provides reasons why such 

integration is relevant and important, and provides insights into the consequences of the rise of global 

security and safety issues for the governance of these issues. 

Keywords. Safety, Security, State of normalcy, Responsibility, Multi-level governance. 

 

Positive safety 

Ilona Suojanen1, Neil Thin 2 

1CESAM, Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University, the Netherlands 

2School of Social and Political Science, University of Edinburgh, UK  

Abstract. Safety is normally understood as an ‘avoidance’ goal, the objective being to reduce risks and 

harms. Can it also be understood more positively, as an ‘approach’ goal? If so, what would that positive 

motivation entail, and what benefits might it bring? The world has never been safer, yet levels of stress 

and worry are increasing. Governments are spending heavily fighting crimes and hazards, but in addition 

to that, we should focus on promoting aspects that make people feel safe. If the focus is on threats and 

crime, then the focus is on the absence of safety, not on the presence of feeling safe. And feeling unsafe 

is intrinsically bad even if that fear sometimes leads to sensible preventive action. Feeling safe, on the 

other hand, is intrinsically good. Sometimes it is instrumentally harmful to feel unrealistically safe. But 

there is also some plausible evidence in support of the idea that we can make places safer by making 

people feel safer in them. We propose here a ‘Positive Safety Lens’ (PSL) as a complement to traditional 

‘avoidance’ approaches to safety. We identify seven attributes of the PSL and discuss their potential 

benefits for safety research and safety promotion. 

Keywords. Positive safety, Positive Safety Lens (PSL), perceptions of safety, safety research. 
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Managing for security 

Erik Hollnagel 

Jönköping University, Sweden 

Abstract. Although security and safety can both be traced back to antiquity, security was only recognised 

as a serious problem in the 1980s. At that time safety had already an accepted set of methods and 

solutions. The ‘new’ problem of security was therefore initially treated as a variant of safety and treated 

analogously, the predominant approaches being security by design, by prevention, and by protection. 

Security, however, differs significantly from safety both because security breaches are intentional rather 

than haphazard, and because the secondary effects are more serious than the primary. This chapter 

considers these differences and concludes that security is not something that can be managed by itself 

or in isolation. The challenge is instead to manage for security so that a system or an organisation 

remains secure.  

Keywords. Security, Safety, Control, Security by design, Security by prevention, Security by protection, 

Resilience potentials. 

 

Trends on security, safety and criminal justice in the Netherlands 

E. R. Muller 

Safety and Law, Leiden University, The Netherlands 

Abstract. In this article I focus on the trends in security, safety and criminal justice in the Netherlands 

which emerged from 23 volumes in Dutch on Police, Armed Forces, Safety and Security, Detention, 

Enforcement, Judiciary, Fire Brigades, Forensic Sciences, Terrorism, Crisis, Crime, Intelligence and 

Security Services, Crises in the Netherlands, Risk, Integrity, Mayor, Enforcement, Acute Medical Care, 

Conflict, Fraud, Violence and Veteran issues. In eight propositions I formulate my perspective on safety, 

security and criminal justice in general and more specifically in the Netherlands. The extent and intensity 

of safety and security and the way they are ensured are key indicators of the quality of a society.  

Keywords. Security, safety, criminal justice, The Netherlands, trends. 
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SECTION 2: How do we talk about security? Security narratives 

What do people talk about when they talk about experiencing safety? 

Jelle Brands1 Ilona Suojanen2 Janne van Doorn1 

1 Department of Criminology, Leiden University, The Netherlands. 

2 Centre of Excellence in Public Safety Management (CESAM), Rotterdam School of Management, 

Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 

 

Abstract. Current discussions on the ways people experience safety in urban public spaces are often 

characterised by a negative view - the absence of unsafety - and rarely include positive sensations 

related to the safety experience itself. Some scholars have argued that this could be an artefact of 

standardised methods used in the field. In fact, perceived safety and fear of crime are most often 

studied as disconnected from people’s everyday lives and practices, with little room provided for 

research participants to formulate what safety means to them in their circumstances. Although 

standardised approaches provide us with an intensity of the safety experience, all underlying ideas, 

meanings, sensations, and perceptions are commonly forced into a single numerical rating. In order to 

gain insight into these aspects of the safety experience, we present the results of a bottom-up 

explorative approach in which participants were asked to freely describe what it means for them to feel 

safe. We detected three main themes: the absence of negative aspects, the presence of positive aspects 

and not having to think about safety. In our final section we reflect on the importance and usefulness of 

these findings for management, policymaking and academia.    

Keywords. Experienced safety, Positive safety, Everyday safety, Fear of crime, the Netherlands. 

 

 

When words make fences: a look into how words and media narratives contribute to the creation of a 

fortress Europe 

Katy Fallon 

Abstract. The chapter investigates how the words journalists and media outlets use contribute to 

inaccurate or harmful narratives around migration; and how these narratives can construct narrative 

fences around assumed ideas of powerlessness. It shall also explore how every party involved in the 

migration field can engage in more ethical linguistic practices. As Europe faces the biggest migration of 

people since World War II it has often been referred to as a fortress in the methods it has taken to 

secure its borders. This has in turn been reflected in narratives around swarms and perceived threats to 

the so-called European way of life. The lexicon used by everyone from journalists to aid-workers and 

academics can influence the perception of a need to protect European boundaries. This chapter will 

examine how we can contribute to honest and fair narratives, which bring down the fences built to 

encourage ideas of us and them. 

Keywords. Journalism, Migration, Ethical reporting, Media narratives. 
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Welcome to the “shit show”: Leveraging emotions for theory building 

Christina Langenbusch 

Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University, The Netherlands 

 

Abstract. This essay is a methodological reflection on conducting research in extreme contexts, the 

impact of this on researchers’ emotions, and its subsequent use in theory building. The essay draws on 

personal experience of conducting research on the Greek island of Lesbos in the aftermath of the 

European refugee crisis in 2017 and 2018. The essay adds to the literature on reflexivity, theory building 

and metaphors, spanning both the macro perspective of global grand challenges and the micro 

perspective of individuals’ emotional burdens. It proffers the metaphor of a “settled emergency” to 

describe a multifaceted situation encountered in the field that can also be found in many organisational 

contexts in which an unbearable situation is perpetuated by informal dynamics. 

Keywords. Theory building; Methodological reflexivity; Emotions; Metaphors; Grand challenges; Lesbos.  

 

 

Looking at safety and security issues in different cultures 

Fernando Lanzer 

Abstract. A useful way of analysing safety and security issues are handled across different cultures is 

offered by looking at them through the prism of Huib Wursten’s Mental Images (Wursten & Lanzer, 

2013), a framework that takes Hofstede’s four classic value-dimensions (Hofstede et al., 2010; Hofstede, 

2003) and combines them into six different styles of culture. In addition to that, Japan offers a seventh 

and different style of culture (Wursten, 2017).  

In each of these styles, culture influences (A) how safety and security issues are considered; (B) how 

they are handled in terms of (i) prevention, (ii) making corrections and (iii) taking measures to avoid 

repetition in the future and (C) how cross border collaboration may occur to increase effectiveness. 

Institutions must increase their awareness of how culture influences safety and security issues. Special 

attention is required to enhance international collaboration efforts, which can have frustrating results 

when culture differences are not taken into account. Institutions that operate in different geographies 

and employ multinational teams need to become aware of how different national cultures have impact 

on their way of working, so that they may become more effective and efficient in each operating 

environment. 

Keywords. Culture Differences, international collaboration, multinational teams, prevention, risk 

mitigation, mental images.  

Common security culture: myth or reality? Security co-creation from the risk management perspective 
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Magda Stepanyan 

Senior international expert in safety and security 

Founder & CEO of Risk Society Consultancy, The Netherlands 

Abstract. Building common capacities and capabilities for security depends largely on the existence of a 

common or shared security culture. The question is if a common and shared security culture is possible 

or if it is a phantom of our imagination. Security culture implies that there is a shared set of values and 

behavioural norms within the wider society on how to approach security. In our today’s world, societies 

are not unipolar, they have multipolar centres of opinions, values, and norms. In this article, I explore 

security culture from the risk management perspective and argue that through exploring and 

understanding security risks we, collectively, create the foundation for building societal resilience in a 

multipolar community. This chapter provides some practical recommendations towards building 

common security culture through the prism of risk management. It proposes a novel concept of ‘risk 

footprint’ as a mechanism to build effective and functional safety and security risk assessment and risk 

governance mechanisms. 

Keywords. Safety, Security, Risk management, Complexity, Risk Footprint. 

 

Artist’s reflections:The governance of safety and security as a performance 

Rob Ruts 

Design for Governance 

Abstract. The management of safety and security is a process with nooks and crannies. It goes far 

beyond what is academically deemed irrefutable. The fact-based response to calamities is just one piece 

of the puzzle. Dealing with what might be and cannot yet be factualised is another. 

Facts collide with concerns. The proposition here is that facts, concerns as well as their collision need to 

be incorporated in the management of safety and security. Civic engagement in dealing with the risks 

associated with the urban condition then is not an option but a vital asset. This calls for the exploration 

of new domains. Consider art. The question is how art — both as end products and as the process of 

making them — informs us about the management of safety and security as a collective creative 

process. When dealing with matters of concern, the truth is not in facts but in the iconic representations 

of daily life challenges. Diving into that truth opens up a complementary array of tools that are worth 

‘artfully’ experimenting with. To illustrate practice in which that happens, a neighbourhood in a Dutch 

city is introduced. Also, a concise description of the tools used is given. 

Keywords. Risks, Governance, Art. 
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SECTION 3. Grand security challenges 

International security challenges of Climate Change: Lessons from the Syrian case for a multi-stakeholder 

approach to resilient adaptation 

Krisztina Anna Fekete, Ágnes Zsóka 

Corvinus University of Budapest 

Abstract. In the 21st century, as a consequence of globalisation, international interconnectedness of 

nations and the market system, the number and seriousness of environmental risks are increasing. In 

the past, security challenges mainly stemmed from economic, political, social or religious reasons; 

environmental aspects played no or only a very indirect role in the emergence and escalation of 

conflicts. Today we face serious climate change-related environmental risks. This chapter uses the case 

study of Syria to demonstrate how climate change impacts have affected (inter)national security, 

directly and/or indirectly, resulting in social, economic and environmental conflicts, without appropriate 

institutional response. 

The main aim of this chapter is to promote the understanding of interconnections between influencing 

aspects and the complexity of our whole economic-social-environmental system, as well as to draw 

lessons from good and bad practices in approaching climate change-related conflict situations, so that 

the management of such security challenges becomes more professional, socially acceptable and 

inclusive in the future. 

As a conclusion, the chapter recommends feasible methods and solutions to prevent and tackle climate-

related security challenges. Wide-scale recognition and understanding, followed by multi-stakeholder 

decision-making and actions are necessary to foster the development of resilient and safe societies, 

which can evade the environmental crisis. 

Keywords: Climate Change, Forced Migration, Syria, Conflict, Resiliency, Security 

 

Emerging strategies to prevent Islamic radicalisation in Europe: evidence from Italy 

Federico Benolli1, Ciro Sbailò2, Giulia Rapicetta1 

1Fondazione FORMIT 

2Università degli Studi Internazionali di Roma 

Abstract. Following the terrorist attacks of 9/11 in the USA and other attacks in the EU, academic 

interest in drivers of radicalisation and in preventive-defence policies has significantly increased. The 

literature offers several explanations and solutions, however further empirical research is still needed. 

This chapter is divided into three parts: the first part investigates original research studies related to 

Islamic radicalisation and terrorism. Studies included in the first part of the chapter are original 

quantitative and qualitative primary research published in peer-reviewed journals. In the second part, 

authors focus on the main European strategies dealing with Islamic radicalisation and terrorism. In 

particular, innovative strategies of Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) are highlighted with multiple 

examples from the European Union. In the last part of the chapter, we focus on the Italian case, which is 
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experimenting with an innovative approach fostering the cooperation among the State, local authorities 

and intermediate bodies (e.g., volunteering associations, religious communities, cultural organisations).  

Keywords. Radicalisation, Terrorism, Prevention, Countering Violent Extremism, International 

Cooperation  

 

Illicit trade and private business 

Dominique Lapprand 

Abstract. Both an economic activity and a crime, the sale of goods in violation of applicable law, known 

as illicit trade, has recently been enhanced by globalisation and digitalisation, which have helped to 

embed illicit flows of goods in regular ones. This is a dangerous and fast-growing phenomenon that 

companies cannot ignore. On the one hand they could involuntarily be associated with or even support 

this crime either when purchasing goods stemming from illicit trade or when providing financial or 

logistical support to illicit traders. On the other hand, they could be harmed by the unfair competition of 

illicit trade when counterfeited, tax evading or dangerous, non-compliant products challenge their 

regular sales.  

Companies must respond. However, they should not do this alone. They can work together and with 

national and international public organisations. Nevertheless, responding to illicit trade is not just about 

avoiding being an accomplice of that crime or addressing irregular competition, it is also about ensuring 

corporate social responsibility. Illicit trade does not just harm the operations of companies, it has a 

wider social and economic impact; Markets are disrupted, consumers are confused and could buy 

dangerous counterfeited products, while states cannot collect taxes and social charges.  

Keywords. illicit trade, contraband, counterfeiting, trafficking 

 

Finding safety in the Smart City: A discourse analysis with strategic implications 

Freek de Haan, Vivien Butot  

Erasmus University Rotterdam 

Abstract. As the concept of the smart city gains attention among academic, industry and bureaucratic 

circles, policy-makers and their partners all over the world are exploring its powers in many domains of 

city management. The city of Rotterdam (NL) is no exception, taking up the mantle of digitized 

governance with great fervour. However, urban safety management, there and everywhere else, 

remains seriously underrepresented as one such domain of application. This is a problem, since safety 

and its management pre-eminently bring out the most pressing ethical aspects of data-driven 

technologies (such as matters of privacy and social justice). To work towards a solution, we review the 

academic literature around smart cities and safety in general, analyse the commercial and political 

discourses informing smart city policies around Rotterdam specifically, and take a look at some actual 

“smart” urban safety practices in the city which are not publicly qualified as such. In light of these 

analyses, we argue for a systematic and strategic integration of safety into the smart cities conversation 
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in order to foster a more transparent, deliberate and therefore more democratically legitimate smart 

city. 

Keywords. Smart City, urban safety, privacy, big data, data practices 

 

Performance and participation in the panopticon: Instruments for civic engagement with urban 

surveillance technologies 

Liesbet van Zoonen, Erasmus University Rotterdam 

With input from: Jiska Engelbert, Fadi Hirzalla, Els Leclercq, Emiel Rijshouwer, Luuk Schokker and Linda 

Zuijderwijk 

Abstract. While there is a plethora of surveillance technologies in public space, they are hard to see, as 

they are sometimes literally hidden, or they have become such a common part of everyday surroundings 

that they escape conscious observation. Through this invisibility the smart city and its surveillance 

technologies escape public awareness, critical reflection and democratic debate. In this chapter we 

discuss several ways of raising awareness about surveillance technologies. We show how artists and 

activists have engaged in cultural performance to bring surveillance in sight; we review a number of 

instruments of participatory action research that critical scholars have introduced. These performative 

and participatory instruments to expose surveillance technologies do have an immediate effect, 

however it is a temporal one and one would need additional efforts to move discussions away from 

individual responsibilities to collective ones and from individual awareness to political agenda-setting. 

This directs us, as participatory action researchers, towards examining how the few political conflicts 

around urban surveillance technologies have emerged and played out, and towards designing new 

interventions for political representatives and their constituencies. 

Keywords. civic engagement, urban surveillance, dataveillance, smart city 
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Security and the new generation workforce 

Saleha Nezami, Claire Bakker, Danny Tinga 

Deloitte Risk Advisory BV, the Netherlands 

Abstract. A new generation workforce is seen to be changing the nature of work at a rapid pace. This 

new workforce differs from older generations as they are tech-savvy, prioritise flexibility, and perceive 

their jobs as ways to reinvent themselves. In response, the idea of a ‘9-to-5’ job has been declared 

obsolete by many leading companies and replaced by flexible working policies and remote and virtual 

office environments. Both public as well as private organisations are seen to be looking for new paths to 

staff talent, coordinate teams and provide attractive working environments. Yet, what is often 

overlooked is the security implications of this new workforce. Our research found that security policies 

and procedures in organisations often do not include a specific approach towards the new generation 

workforce despite the unique set of risks that accompanies their way of working. We argue that 

organisations need to reconsider their security strategy to ensure that their workforce thrives in a 

complex world of uncertainty. By integrating security as an employee service, making security 

awareness experience-based and putting employee engagement at the centre, risks are not only 

mitigated but new opportunities for a more safe and secure workforce can be seized. 

Keywords. Workforce, digital natives, strategies, integrated security, experience-based learning, 

engagement 

 

Foresight-based Leadership. Decision making in a growing AI environment 

Norbert Reez 

Federal Police, Germany 

Federal Police Headquarters, Potsdam 

Abstract. The 21st century is said to be a data-driven century. Unsurprisingly, “AI”, “Big Data”, “Predictive 

Analytics”, “Pattern Recognition”, and “Machine Learning” are buzzwords in current Security 

Management discourse. Data is perceived as raw material, kind of “new oil”. There is little doubt that 

new business models in data industry are exerting a revolutionary (“disruptive”) influence on existing 

processes and infrastructures.  

No doubt, digital transformation is imperative for each organisation, security agencies included. What 

does this mean in terms of leadership and decision-making in its entirety? As the growing AI 

environment is fueling data-driven practices the two ways of decision-making, “Forecasting” on the one 

hand and “Foresight” on the other, have to be reassessed. While Forecasting primarily relies on models, 

statistics and probable future events, Foresight systematically focuses on initial assumptions and 

cognitive biases, looking constantly for possible alternative solutions. To meet the huge challenges of 

the Big Data-era a broader methodological perspective is needed, the paper argues.  

Given that a fundamental reorientation is necessary, even unavoidable, one of the main challenges is to 

mediate forward-looking skills, capabilities and competencies. This comprises a redesign of curricula and 
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education programs at universities and academies to enable leaders for their new professional 

environments and AI-based ecosystems in the days to come. 

Keywords. Leadership, Foresight, Forecasting, Artificial Intelligence, Predictive Analytics, Predictive 

Policing, Security Management, Complexity Management. 

 

The Practical Realities of Security Management in a Changing World 

Tony Thompson 

Otho Limited 

Abstract. Global security and safety are changing rapidly, and we are witnessing many advances in 

technology to combat known threats. These often-reactive solutions include outsourcing by 

governments to the private sector of many tasks previously limited to the domain of the police and the 

military. When considering how best to respond to a frequently changing security landscape it is best to 

keep it simple and manage this through the phases of before, during and after. This approach will ensure 

that no aspect is overlooked. This chapter considers some important aspects of planning and response. 

It examines elements of partnership working between the public (government) and private (business) 

sectors and gives case studies where it has not been a resounding success (as in the 2012 London 

Olympic Games). It also gives a more positive and current example of engagement between government 

and private sector companies in seeking joint solutions for reducing the threat of terrorism in crowded 

places. Undoubtedly, there will continue to be opportunities for improved government and private 

sector partnership working, provided they are underpinned by the notion that security of citizens is a 

first duty of any government and this cannot be outsourced without appropriate checks, balances and 

audit.   

Keywords. Change, Safety, Security, Resilience, Human factors. 
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SECTION 4: How do we organise security? 4a. Stakeholder perspectives 

Business and corporate security: Contributing to a safer world 

Hervé Pierre 

Association de Lutte Contre le Commerce Illicite 

 

Abstract. Security in general is part of human history. Business security applies to a narrower scope as 

security now pervades most economic activities. It took its current form in the 20th century under the 

pressure of industrialization and globalization. At first, it was about protecting physical assets. In the 

modern business, the Chief Security Officers (CSOs) aim much wider at embedding security issues within 

the organisation, encompassing numerous functions beyond physical assets. Their success lies in 

establishing the value of their role as leaders for mitigating risk and therefore enabling more profit. 

Professional experiences between public and private sectors are additional assets evolving towards 

more concern for social responsibility. All stakeholders are therefore concerned by what is happening in 

the sector, as it reflects deep shifts in our societies. Finally, it appears that Ulrich Beck’s thesis that 

modern societies have become ‘risk societies’ is true even within businesses: most companies today are 

dealing with societal risks they helped to create by their activities.  Through corporate social 

responsibility they try to address this challenge as a way to protect their profitability. Corporate security 

is at the crossroads between safety and societal concerns, and hence contributing to a safer world. 

Keywords. Corporate business security, Chief security officer, Protecting assets, CSR, Social 

responsibility, Inclusive society. 

 

Private security production  

Nathalie Hirschmann 

University of Münster, Institute of Political Science 

Abstract. Stakeholders in the private security industry are present in the most diverse social areas – at 

supermarkets, at small and large (sport/music) events, in local public transports, at airports, in schools, 

to name only a few. In some of these, the presence of private security has developed into an 

unquestioned matter of course – at least as long as nothing happens. But the industry does not always 

have a good reputation. Certain stakeholders in private security have called this matter into question in 

a number of infamous incidents and the negative headlines associated with them. Such incidents put an 

entire industry under general suspicion of consisting only of violent, poorly trained and poorly paid 

security personnel. However, the (inter)national security industry is much more complex than it 

presents itself to the average citizen in everyday life and extends beyond the often-perceived shady 

sides, even if these are not to be denied. Therefore, a closer look at the industry with the aim of 

highlighting challenges and opportunities is worthwhile.     

Keywords. Private security, policing, professionalisation, hybrid areas 
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International security management in the Croatian Police: Presenting a multi-faceted approach 

Ruža Karlović, Ivana Glavina Jelaš, Damir Osterman 

Abstract. This chapter presents elements which are considered as prerequisites for addressing 

international security management in a modern police force in a comprehensive and integrative 

manner. Using the Croatian police as example, the relevance of education with a special focus on the 

mental resilience of the police force, the value of evidencing practices through sound research and 

effective data security management are addressed. The concept of police subculture and the functioning 

and organization of the Croatian police are also presented for the purpose of providing the background 

for discussion. 

Keywords. Croatian police, police subculture, resilience, education, data practices 

 

Perceived opportunities and challenges of artificial intelligence within the police – A public management 

perspective 

Brenda Vermeeren1, Dennis de Kool2, Bram Steijn1 

1ESSB, Department of Public Administration and Sociology, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The 

Netherlands, 2RISBO, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Abstract. In this chapter, we focus on the opportunities and challenges of a specific application of 

artificial intelligence (AI) within the police organisation, i.e. the application of AI to the crime reporting 

process. Various considerations underlie the use of AI by the police. The overarching shared objective of 

the entire security domain is one of making society safer. Reporting crimes plays an important role in 

that context. AI offers several opportunities to achieve this objective.  

However, the implementation of AI involves more than just adopting a new technology; it extends to 

organisational aspects and social interactions. Therefore, it is of great importance that police officers, as 

well as other actors in the security chain and citizens, are receptive to the use of AI in the crime 

reporting process. We consider the opportunities and challenges from an organisational and 

management perspective and conclude by identifying avenues for further research and giving 

recommendations for practice.  

Keywords. Artificial intelligence, Police, Organisational perspective, Public management, Employee 

perceptions, Social impacts. 
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A practice-based approach to security management: Materials, meaning and competence for trainers of 

healthcare cybersecurity 

Jason H. Pridmore, Tessa A.P. Oomen 

Erasmus University Rotterdam 

Abstract. Managing how new digital technologies are integrated into different contexts has become a 

key component needed for effective international security management. This chapter focuses on 

rethinking our approach to the integration of digital technologies within (cyber)security work. Most 

analyses of security take for granted a problematic split between technologies involved in securing 

specific contexts and the humans involved with or operating such devices. By shifting to a practice 

theory approach, we offer a more holistic view of security by examining not only on the implementation 

of technologies or human factors but also how this affects the meaning these practices hold. We 

highlight how this comes into being in the healthcare domain by drawing on interviews with trainers 

who are actively involved in providing this type of change management. Trainers relate to daily practices 

of healthcare staff they train by taking into account the materials they work with, the skills they need 

and which meaning these practices may hold to them and building on this. As such, trainers can be 

conceived of as mediators of practices and a practice theory approach offers clearer sense of how to 

implement security change management. 

Keywords. Cybersecurity, practice theory, security culture, trainer experiences 

 

Target and Trigger. A reflection on the relation between cultural heritage and peace and security 

Koosje Spitz 

Netherlands Commission for Unesco  

Abstract. The loss of cultural heritage whether through natural disaster, armed conflict or extremism can 

become a uniting force, intensified by the feeling of worldwide solidarity. On the other hand, cultural 

heritage can fuel a growing divide among communities and become a source of conflict that sometimes 

results in violent clashes. The relationship between cultural heritage and peace and security has been 

widely acknowledged. Nonetheless, as the example of the Netherlands shows, this is not automatically 

translated into security policies and concrete safety measures. This chapter argues that the lack of 

acknowledgement and integration of cultural heritage in security policies can be problematic.  

Keywords. Cultural heritage, peace, security, Unesco. 
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Local security governance in vulnerable residential areas 

Bernhard Frevel, Verena Schulze 

University of Applied Sciences for Public Administration of North Rhine-Westphalia     

Abstract. The population structure in vulnerable residential areas is often characterized by ethnic 

heterogeneity, a large number of welfare recipients, a high unemployment rate, an above-average 

number of single parents and an inadequate level of education. Such deprived neighbourhoods suffer 

from several social problems and often from a high crime rate with robberies, assaults, break-ins, 

vandalism, etc. The increase of parallel societies with subcultures and non-statutory power groups 

(mafia-like gangs, rocker groups etc.) limits the effectiveness of the police and the municipality’s public 

order offices, which are often viewed with suspicion. These factors influence the criminogenic structure 

on the one hand and the requirements for safety and security activities on the other. Police and public 

services face the challenge of activating citizens, involving them in crime prevention strategies, 

motivating them to support prosecution by reporting crimes and becoming witnesses and testifying 

before police and in court. This chapter analyses the sociological background of deprivation and 

vulnerability, applies criminological theories in policing strategies and takes into account the need for an 

inter-agency approach to promoting and ensuring security in such areas. 

Keywords. Vulnerability, residential areas, security governance, inter-agency policing 

 

Informational requirements to support positive safety lens policymaking 

Rodrigo Fileto C. Maciel, Rodrigo Benjamin Gesteira 

Brazilian Federal Police 

Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais 

Abstract. The role of the intelligence services is to collect, process and analyse information in order to 

inform policymakers about conflicts and threats. More specifically, in public safety, this activity gives 

informational support for criminal investigations and analysis in order to understand criminal 

developments. However, what would be the informational requirements of an information service 

based on the positive safety lens? In this chapter, we contextualise these informational requirements 

with a specific event: the spread of violence in society. We discuss how the role of the police offers a 

remedy, in order to fight the symptoms of this phenomenon. Conversely, we suggest that improving 

happiness conditions could be the vaccine, making people immune to committing violence. With this in 

mind, we argue that from a positive safety perspective, at the strategic level, informational 

requirements are related to indicators of happiness and feelings of safety as well as to predicting 

conditions to improve happiness. At the tactical level, we argue that police forces should consider that 

criminal networks are interconnected with other levels of social networks. 

Keywords. Informational requirements; intelligence; violence 
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SECTION 4: How do we organise security? 4b. Collaborations and networks 

Collaborating across workplace boundaries: Recommendations based on identity research 

Kate E. Horton 

Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil 

Rotterdam School of Management, the Netherlands 

Abstract. In order to respond to key challenges in safety and security, individuals and organisations must 

often collaborate across workplace boundaries, working with people and organisations from different 

nations and sectors, and with different disciplinary/functional backgrounds. However, research suggests 

that these kinds of relationships are often fraught with ingroup vs. outgroup divisions, which disrupt 

coordination and hamper operational performance.  

Against this backdrop, this chapter takes an identity perspective to shed light on the causes of these 

divisions and potential solutions that may facilitate better relations and cooperation across workplace 

boundaries. The chapter incorporates recent academic literature in the safety and security domain as 

well as relevant empirical research to provide evidence-based recommendations. In particular, I discuss 

how organisations may support positive cooperative actions through communication and rhetoric, 

through the adoption of human resource management practices related to selection and training, and 

through boundary-spanning processes and leadership roles.  

Keywords. Identity, Collaboration, Boundary-spanning, Safety and security organisations. 

 

Collaboration, unexpected events and governance in complex temporary organisations 

Dianka Zuiderwijk 

Vrije Universiteit, the Netherlands 

Abstract. Sociotechnical systems are rapidly becoming more and more complex due to technological 

advancements and increasing interconnectivity. Today, many of these systems are embedded in 

temporary organisations (TO). The complex interconnectivity characterising a TO increases the risk of 

adverse work situations emerging in unexpected ways. This chapter focuses on TOs operating in high-

hazard environments involving high capital assets and operations in which failure can have severe 

consequences - here referred to as complex temporary organisations (CTOs). Based on an empirical 

study aimed at understanding how these organisations sustain their operational reliability, this chapter 

discusses the everyday realities in a CTO with regard to collaboration, unexpected events and 

governance. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the organising complexity in a CTO and illustrate 

that by focusing on how these organisations work rather than how they fail, a world of untapped 

learning opens up, offering generous scope for cross-sectoral learning. 

Keywords. Operational reliability, Temporary organisation, CTO, Resilience, Adaptation, Governance. 
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The CBRN threat. Perspective of an Interagency Response 

Federico Benolli, Fondazione FORMIT, 

Matteo Guidotti, Institute of Chemical Sciences and Technologies “Giulio Natta”, 

Fabio Bisogni, Fondazione FORMIT 

Abstract. Current scenarios reveal new types of ever increasing dynamic and aggressive threats, which 

lead to a move from a traditional and contingent security management to a strategic vision for 

protecting citizens, assets and connected values in a more comprehensive way. In such an environment, 

the risk related to incidents that would involve the use of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) and 

CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) agents must be considered a cause of potential 

devastating consequences. Surely, non-proliferation and disarmament operations can make an essential 

contribution to the global effort to combat terrorism by preventing or reducing the access of non-state 

actors or non-authorised persons to chemicals, biological and nuclear dual-use materials, but that could 

not be enough. Illicit proliferation of chemical weapons, clandestine synthesis of toxins and the 

production of biological agents, “dirty bombs” and trafficking of fissile material are just some examples 

of the development and use of CBRN agents for terrorist purposes. This chapter argues that, in order to 

address these issues, the integration of human, instrumental, technological and financial resources 

should be improved and reinforced. For that purpose, an effective strategy to mitigate and reduce the 

risk of using CBRN materials requires a very high level of coordination within and between national 

agencies (military, governmental and civilian). Further development of interagency core CBRN defence 

capabilities remains a top priority for global security.  

Keywords. Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear Warfare Agents, Interagency Response, Open 

challenges, Non-conventional Threats 
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Countering criminal facilitation through public-private cooperation in the Netherlands 

Emiel V.F. den Boer  

ING Bank 

Abstract. Public-private Financial-Intelligence Sharing Platforms (FISPs) have contributed to changing the 

mindset between law enforcement agencies and regulated entities in countering money-laundering. The 

chapter reflects on opportunities that intensified public-private cooperation offer to increase the 

possibilities of discovering more effective remedies against crime. The chapter also provide insights in 

the complexities and obstacles of joint-efforts and illustrates these challenges via the case of the 

founding-process of the newly established Serious Crime Task Force (SCTF) in the Netherlands. The SCTF 

initiative is aimed to process and produce more actionable intelligence on the activities of professional 

money-launderers, via intensified, co-located cooperation between banks, the Financial Intelligence Unit 

(FIU) and various Dutch law enforcement agencies. The SCTF use case illustrates how cooperation in 

PPPs can also create tension between participating organisations when it crosses established formal 

positions responsibilities, and other established interests.  

Keywords. Money laundering; Public-private partnerships; Undermining crime; Criminal enablers 

 

Cooperation and Networking – A Key to Successful Policing 
Jürgen Maurer, Annette Herz 

Abstract. Cooperation and networking as well as co-ordinating national and international prosecution 

and prevention efforts continue to pose a significant challenge to all police forces worldwide. In the face 

of the present security threats, security systems worldwide need to develop their security architecture 

in such a way as to enable the necessary interdepartmental as well as inter-agency cooperation which 

meets both requirements: compliance with legal regulations and flexibility for necessary ongoing 

adjustments. What is needed is a common understanding of challenges, tasks, responsibilities as well as 

an atmosphere of trust. This chapter illustrates the challenge of cooperation, focusing on the German 

approach to counterterrorism. 

Keywords. Security architecture, cooperation, cooperation centres, networking, counterterrorism, 

German approach 
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SECTION 5: Implications for education and learning 

A stroke of genius: Rembrandt’s ‘The Anatomy Lesson’ as an inspiration for organising research for, 

about and in the world of policing 

J. M. Bravo1 & J. Janssen234 

1 Directorate general of Police and Security Regions, Ministry of Justice and Security in the Netherlands 

2 The National Centre on Expertise of Honour-related Violence of the Dutch National Police 

3 Avans University of Applied Sciences, the Netherlands 

4 Open University 

Abstract. In this chapter we introduce a practical way to innovate and democratise research on policing. 

To reach this aim we call for police, professionals, citizens, policymakers, and academics to form 

research groups and work together on policing. We set the stage by using the Anatomical Lesson of Dr. 

Nicolaes Tulp by Rembrandt as a mirror and metaphorical reference. We describe how that imagery 

inspired our thoughts about forming these research groups. We not only link these ideas to present 

debates in the scientific community, but also come up with a suggestion for organising scientific 

research into policing in another manner. We have been inspired by old guilds as an interesting meeting 

point for scientists and interested civilians and professionals to build a community. A community can 

only be formed when members get to know each other. We describe how people with different 

(professional) backgrounds can come together and built a research community in four stages. We are 

not keen on institutionalising these collaborations up front. First, they need to grow roots. For us, these 

roots are getting to know each other in an initial research project. Only then – as in the painting by 

Rembrandt – the group will be enlightened.  

Keywords. Innovation, democratise, policing, community, collaboration, research 
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Making waves through education: A method for addressing security grand challenges in educational 

contexts 

João Loureiro Rodrigues, Milton de Sousa 

Nova SBE, Portugal 

Abstract. Security-related topics like terrorism, large scale involuntary migrations, and natural disasters 

are grounded in deep-rooted and complex societal problems. In order to promote safety, security 

management seeks to understand the nature of such problems, the contexts and systems in which they 

evolve, their different stakeholders, and corresponding relational dynamics. This chapter addresses 

those security challenges, which can be classified as wicked problems, and describes the complex 

systems in which they evolve. For such problems, systems thinking, and complexity leadership are 

determinant for effective security management, as enablers of multi-stakeholder learning and 

innovation. Based on a multi-stakeholder methodology developed at Nova SBE (called wave-making) we 

propose a process that enables the development of co-created, practical, and innovative solutions for 

wicked security challenges.  

Keywords. Wicked problems, Systems Change, Complexity Leadership, Innovation, Wildfires. 

 

Blended Co-design of Education: The case of an Executive Master in Security Management 
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University, The Netherlands 

Abstract. Current environmental and societal challenges increasingly require students in higher 

education to develop boundary-crossing competence. That is, the ability to effectively operate, 

communicate, and co-create knowledge in a transdisciplinary context. However, little experience is 

available in how to design such programmes. The current chapter presents a case study in the 

development of an MSc in International Security Management. We share our experiences with a design 

approach that can be characterised as transdisciplinary and team-based educational design in a blended 

setting that includes the use of online synchronous communication. 

Keywords. Team-based educational design, synchronous online communication, international security 

management 
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European Joint Master’s in Strategic Border Management: educational hub for international cooperation 

and networking in EU border management 

Inga Juknytė-Petreikienė1 Anemona Peres2 Viktorija Pokule2 
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Abstract. This chapter discusses the European Joint Master’s in Strategic Border Management 

(EJMSBM), a joint degree coordinated by Frontex and implemented by six European higher education 

institutions. The joint degree is a unique living example of strategic cooperation in action, in the 

classroom and in the operational field, as a response to the emerging need to ensure a strategic 

management approach to EU border security challenges in the context of increasing migration pressure. 

The research reveals the value of international cooperation and networking via higher education for the 

development and maintenance of human resources to overcome ever growing challenges to EU border 

security. The paper presents exploratory research findings based on the views of representatives of 

EJMSBM alumni and EU Member States’ and Schengen Associated Countries’ border and coast guard 

agencies. 

Keywords. internationalisation, higher education, strategic border management, joint programmes, 

networking, Frontex. 

 

The establishment of the international police relations section at the German Police University – An 

investment in the present and the future 

Lars Wagner and Dieter Wehe 

Abstract. There has been a growing need for highly qualified leading personnel in International Police 

Missions (IPMs). The German police has a particular interest in filling these positions with its own 

officers. To achieve a stronger representation of senior police officers in IPMs, the organisational 

framework for teaching and training Germany’s police managers had to be restructured and national 

and international training networks to be strengthened. 

Strategic reviews and evaluations are key for improving IPMs’ performances; yet, they have not been 

established as common standards in missions. There is a lack of systematic analysis of police missions’ 

effectiveness, including the transferability of effective measures undertaken in IPMs.  

To improve IPM-related education, training and research, the German Bundestag decided to create an 

International Police Relations (IPR) section at the German Police University. The section offers teaching 

and training activities on international police work and has embarked on developing a robust and 

feasible methodology for evaluating IPMs. While the IPR-section has only been fully operational since 

2019, national and international stakeholders already appreciate the section’s efforts in teaching, 

training and research fields. This indicates that the section meets current needs and interests and is on 

the right track to accomplish its mandate. 

Keywords. International police missions, Higher police service, Police education, Police training, 

Evaluation of police missions. 


